
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                 

Chairman’s Chatter                                   October 2020 

 
It was just great to have seen so many members who came to the AGM. Thank you all 

for making the effort in these difficult times. 

Your railway is very much alive and kicking. We continue to meet on Wednesdays  

(work) and Saturdays (play) so if you want a day in the fresh air, please email me that 

you are coming. 

I have discussed our attendance numbers with the Police and Mendip Council, and 

RB&W, which allow us to have a total of 12 members at the club!  6 in the club area, 

(only one person in the club building) and 6 persons south of the road/level crossing. But there must be a 

continuous balancing process, so that there are never more than 6 persons in each area. 

The footings are now in for the tunnel exit portal, and it is very black inside now Roger H-C has single-

handedly sprayed it, himself as well as the walls. You should have seen the apparition that from time to time 

reappeared! With light black hair and a very strange beard both black and white. David Abels has been digging 

with his digger, and Alan Bridger has been involved with them both on concreting the foundations, so we are 

now ready to bricklay. 

We have had to cancel the Saturday afternoon club talks due to the “6 a side rule,” but I hope that once this is 

over, I can get our speakers, Bernard North and Simon Bowditch to come and give those talks we have been 

so looking forward to. 

There are many activities for those who feel safe and willing to come to the club. We need members to help 

build, either at the club, or at home, the 7 ¼  Black 5 project: (Contact George White) we have been given the 

opportunity to design and build a 7 ¼  petrol hydraulic Loco, thanks to Simon Bowditch’s generosity;  the 5 ins 

Prairie  Loco,  as well as the 5 ins  0-4-0 electric Loco both need finishing; and there is a list of a dozen 

challenging jobs just waiting for you to get involved in. 

Recently there has been a number of occasions when the club has been found with lights left on, (we have to 

pay for all the days) and recently the club front door was left open!  And lights left on from Saturday to the 

following Wednesday!  Please, this is not good enough; we all have a responsibility to look after our club, so 

please take time when the last person there wants to go home to make sure they gave left the site in good 

order. 

It would be great to have a “steam up” but with a 

maximum number of 12 this makes life difficult. Do 

make an effort, get involved, come to the club, but let 

me know if you are coming. 

Keep safe,   Robin Duijs 

A part built Spinner – Alan Bridger being the proud 

owner. 

If a poison use-by date expires,  

is it more poisonous or is it no longer poisonous? 

ESSMEE Newsletter 



Victualling Inshore Craft 

The model is of a so-called Clyde Puffer, and was 
built from a Mountfleet kit.  The hull is fibreglass and 
decks are plywood. 
 
These boats were developed from barges used in the 
Forth & Clyde canal, and initially used simple steam 
engines with no condenser making a puffing sound, 
hence the name. 
 

The small inshore cargo vessels were used extensively 
by the Admiralty during both wars as fleet tenders 
and built in small shipyards on the Clyde and up and 
down the east coast. They were called VICs 
(Victualling Inshore Craft), 66ft long and were 
powered by a two-cylinder compound condensing 
steam engine. Fitted with a steam winch to help cargo 
handling and had a crew of three.  

 
  
 
I've completed the model to represent VIC 37, which was built at 
Thorne Yorkshire in 1944.   It was used as a water carrier and 
transferred to Rosyth Naval Dockyard in 1947 to service the fleet in 
the Forth.  Bought in 1966 by Irvine Shipping, converted to diesel, 
and eventually moved to Maryport, Cumbria for preservation at a 
local museum.  
 
The model is radio controlled and has a smoke simulator (mist 
produced by a small transducer).  It's turned out heavier than 
expected at 14.5 kg and has needed quite a lot of lead shot 
ballast.  Trials in the bath have checked out the systems, and I hope 
to try it out on the boating pond at Collet Park in Shepton Mallet 
soon. 
 
Alan Cunningham 
 

There’s nothing better than a happy Roy Proctor 
 

Today (back in July) was a good day! I was able, at last, to steam Ifor, my Stafford loco. Although I had one 
successful run since completion last year, the vacuum brake system did not work due to a faulty pipe 
connection. This was solved by Station Road Steam who supplied a new pipe. They also invited me to return 
the brake control valve for a new version giving a more progressive brake control. These had been fitted 
months ago but without an opportunity to steam test.  
 
Today, after the boiler certification was renewed following a steam test, Ifor ran round the track in a most 
gratifying fashion with everything working well, including the brake ejector showing 15 inches and better of 
suck. So, David Hale got out his new build sit astride passenger wagon that has brake gear fitted but not 
adjusted or tried. This was connected to Ifor and Roger H-C made the set-up adjustments. The results were 



very satisfactory and the brakes could be controlled nice and progressively to check speed on the down slope 
where steam locos tend to go too fast if not watched. 
 
So, the way is clear to plumb up the remaining wagons so that we will have a complete vacuum braked train. 
Five other members also had a drive of Ifor today and were complimentary. When there are more members 
about to load up a train, I look forward to finding out how good Ifor is as a passenger hauler. Altogether, a 
very happy Roy today!  Roy Procter 
 
 

Update on GWR Manor 5 inch gauge. 
 
As some of you may remember at ESSMEE my Manor has been 
on display running on air at the Bristol Model Engineering Show 
at Thornbury on the ESSMEE stand and also at the “Corsley 
Show” and “Railwells” on the 82D stands, all this time the 
paintwork has been an “etch primer”.  
 

During lockdown it has been completely stripped 
down to its individual parts, degreased, cleaned, 
painted and rebuilt. During the rebuild, double 
checking on timings etc. and on connecting up to my 
air compressor on completion of rebuild it runs at a 
tick over at 10psi which as a non-engineer I must 
admit gave a good sense of achievement.  
 

 
My next project was the Exhaust Manifold and Smoke Box Door.  Well! If you purchase anything off ebay as a 
work in progress item (as I did) be prepared that all may not be as it should be as I have found out on various 
occasions while having to remake various items so far. 
 
Having made the exhaust manifold, exhaust 
pipe and the blowers to “Martin Evans” 
design (not always a good thing as he has a 
reputation of not always having it correct) I 
did do the blowers to a slightly different 
design and all looked well.  Well!  It was not 
until I tried to fit what I had made to the 
cylinders. This is when I found that the 
previous builder had not made the exhaust 
outlet from the two cylinders an exact mirror 
image. To get over this I took the cylinders off 
and enlarged the fixing holes in each side of 
the frame by 0.1mm at a time until the two 
exhaust outlets aligned. Great, the newly 
made exhaust manifold now fitted but this meant that the crossheads and sliders did not align up so had to 
adjust these and the support brackets so that all worked. If you have not worked out my next problem would 
be. Yes, the timing was out so had to reset the timing once again, and again it still runs at a tick over on 10psi. 
 
I have just started to look at the regulator mechanism that fits in the boiler (a boiler came with my e-bay 
purchase so may be there could be problems (watch this space as they say)).  
Have ordered materials to make the regulator after consulting an ESSMEE member to point me in the correct 
direction and explain what to do and how it works so can start on the next stage once the materials arrive.  
Roy Lipscombe 



Q. What do pigeons fear most? A. Repurposed GWR video tape! 
Anne Malleson 
 

 Harry Jones and his Achilles  

 

 

           How do you get off a non-stop flight? 

 

 

 

ESSMEE website 

I wonder how many of us actually open the Club Web site and read and look at what is on there, and how up -
to-date it is, who reads it, and where do they come from? 

So, I asked Chris Kelly to let me have some statistics, on a wet day in lockdown June.  

Let’s take the first six months of this year 2020, at home, cannot go out and do all we want, dreaming of days 
out, a train ride for the kids and a bit of nostalgia. All with promises of when we can get out let’s go and see 
what’s happening at the Showground. 

Month.  First visit.    Old&new visit.  Pages viewed.  Hits. 
Jan.           1646.               2401.                 5473.       27831 
Feb.              755.               1481.                 4342.        18565 
Mar.              820                1379.                 4385.        15671 
April.             496.                978.                  3305.        13084 
May.             567.              1183.                  4516.        13551 
June.           276.                672.                   3235.          7346  
So, in the first column, these are the first-time viewers who have looked at our site to see what it’s about. 

The second column, is the total number of visitors who return to view including first time viewers.  Pages 
viewed is as stated, just how much of the site have they seen, pictures, items of interest, Club Newsletters etc.  
Hits are the total number of times folk have actually looked at the web site! 

But have you asked yourselves, “I wonder just who they are and where do they live”?  Well the answer is 
worldwide!  If you just take the month of June hits from China 208, Russia 109, India 689, Morocco 39, Chile 2, 
and 1 from North Korea! 

All the rest are from the U.K., but this shows just how wide the interest in our railway is; are they all train 
nuts, or did they get there by accident? Whichever it is we are out there and folk are looking. 

When we are at the end of Lock Down, there is an intention to have a big push on Facebook, and to advertise 
to the world that we are here and ready to run and have fun, and give folk a great day’s outing. Don’t forget 
we are the Best in the West!    Robin Duijs  

 

Every time you clean something, you make something else dirty. 

If money doesn’t grow on trees, 

how come banks have branches? 



Dennis Rabbitts emerges from the tunnel. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

    They’re very pleased with themselves! But what for?! Roger and David. 

 

 
 
 
Mike Clark drives his Warship 
through the station. 
 
 
 
 

Why is the letter W, in English, 
called double U?  Shouldn't it 
be called double V? 
 

 

 

Chris Ede has been building while we are all confined to 

barracks.  

 
 
Saturdays at ESSMEE. 
 



Turn Back the Clock  Part 4 

During the early weeks of 2006 time was spent preparing sleepers.  A good way of spending the cold winter 

days, but not particularly pleasant.  Iroko was the chosen material being long lasting in outdoor situations, and 

as there was a ready supply locally at a reasonable price.  The drawback is that when sawn a very fine irritant 

dust is produced, and even wearing a dust mask does not give total protection.  The timber was 19mm thick 

which was ideal, and standard sleepers were to be 225mm long by 32mm wide.  Just short of 1600 would be 

required, each track panel taking twenty nine over a 2.4 metre length.  In addition, the two points would each 

need nineteen sleepers of varying length.  Due to the dust it was found best to do this preparation over a 

number of days having the circular saw moved outside the workshop.  

A simple track 

building jig was 

made from two 

lengths of 75 x 50 

softwood spaced to 

support the 

sleepers.  A series 

of round head nails 

were driven in to 

the top edges, and 

the heads were then cut off with heavy duty wire cutters.  The 

spacing of the nails was 32mm into which the sleepers would drop, and then 60mm between sleepers.  This 

seemed to be visually appropriate.                             

The rail to be used was 16mm high aluminium which was obtained from Jeff Price at the Miniature Railway 

Supply Company.  To attach the rail to the sleepers, zinc plated round head screws 20mm long by 4mm 

diameter were to be used with a 4mm stainless steel washer under the head.  Two screws would be on the 

outside of the rail and one on the inside trapping the foot of the rail to the sleeper but allowing for expansion.   

To ensure the correct gauge, a jig was made to pre drill the 

sleepers for the screws.  The jig comprised a length of 40 x 3 bright 

mild steel flat into which case-hardened bushes were fitted, each 

having a hole of 2.5mm 

diameter to guide the 

drill providing a pilot 

hole for the screws.  

The jig plate was 

located on pins fitted 

to a length of 50 x 50 

steel angle with springs to cause the jig to pop up when pressure 

was released.                                     

When drilling sleepers for use on curves, holes were drilled at only one end of the sleeper, the position of the 

holes at the other end being determined by the rail itself allowing for gauge widening where necessary. 

With all of the preparatory work done, a start could be made on manufacturing the track panels.  Straight 

lengths were easy to make once a routine had been established.  With a concerted effort each length took  

about thirty five minutes with holes having been pre-drilled in each end of each rail to take the  fishplate 

bolts. Again, these were drilled using a simple jig to ensure alignment.  Sleepers were set into the track 

building jig, two lengths of rail were positioned ensuring that the ends were lined up, and then the screws 

(with washers) were driven in using an electric drill. 



As already mentioned, for curved track, fixing holes in sleepers were drilled at one end only.  A rail bender was 

made to put an initial "sett" in what would be the outer rail, and the rail was screwed down to the sleepers, 

again using the track building jig.  It was found necessary to use a G-cramp to hold the end sleepers in place 

since the "sett" in the rail tended to dislodge them.  Once this rail was completely screwed down it was 

carefully removed from the jig and would take up the desired curvature. 

Construction of track panels proceeded over several weeks, and then laying the panels on the concrete ribbon 

commenced.  As each panel was laid it was attached to its neighbour.  In the case of curves it was, of course,  

necessary to reduce the length of the inner rail before fixing to the sleepers.   Gauge widening of 1/16" was 

introduced on the curves, and was maintained using a number of wooden gauges with slots cut in them which 

fitted over the head of the rail. 

In laying the basic main line and passing loop two points were needed.  This presented a real learning curve 

into which I do not propose to go in detail, other than to say that a jig was made to locate the sleepers using 

nails driven into a large piece of chipboard to establish the position of the "stock rails".  The position of the 

"crossing", the wing rails and check rails could then be established.  The taper on the end of point blades were 

milled, as were the recesses in the stock rails to accommodate them.  It's worth taking a look at the excellent 

article written by Doug Hewson about point making in the GL5 "Turnout" magazine, subsequently published in 

Engineering in Miniature. 

Unfortunately, in my eagerness to get the track down, I failed to take any pictures.  Hopefully, this oversight 

will be corrected in a later record of works.  However, Google must have been spying on the village just after 

the track was laid as the track can be seen on Google Earth.  Search for BA22 8AQ. 

By the end of May 2006 track laying was complete, although at this time it was not screwed down to the 

concrete.   Members of ESSMEE were due to visit and run their locos in mid-June.   One member brought 

along his 5" gauge Britannia and performed well on the track.  However, as an eight metre radius is less than 

ideal for such a large loco, and whilst no damage resulted, the track had been moved somewhat.  

Undoubtedly, had the track been fixed the result would have been different.  David Hale 

Welcome to our new members:  

Thomas Roff         Brendan Sweetman               Harry Jones 

 

Thank you to our contributors:  

Robin Duijs David Hale Margaret Marshall Alan Cunningham George White  Chris Kelly 

Anne Malleson  Simon Bowditch Roy Lipscombe  Roy Procter   Alan Bridger 

 
 
 
You see, we can use 
the talents of every 
member… excellent 
woodworking skills! 
 
 

 

 

Items for the newsletter?  

 Let us know what projects you have on the go! 

Send news, articles, photos to janiceapwhite@yahoo.com 

mailto:janiceapwhite@yahoo.com


Machining the Black 5 cylinder bores 

 

 

The first step was to make two plugs to fit either end of the 

casting and then face one end leaving a diameter smaller than the bore. 

 

 

 

 

This shows the cylinder faced at one end with the clamping 

spigot ready to be machined off, when the bore is finished. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next step was to clamp on to the faceplate. I 

finished facing it to length and bored the piston 

diameter. This gets rid of the spigot. 

 

 

 

 

Af  

 

 

 

 

The final step was to bore the valve diameter after locating it  

precisely in the right place. Notice the clamps and balance 

weights to make sure the lathe stayed in place. To keep tool 

vibration down to a minimum the final cuts took 45 minutes 

each. 

 

 

 

 

As the job progresses you will be asked to take part to make bits yourselves… 

 

Mike Malleson is starting on the tender chassis. Tim Marshall has already done a major amount on the main frames. 

Our next major job is to trepan out the steel tyres for the wheels and that means that a volunteer can finish the 

bogies. 

 

Money and metal are the main stumbling blocks at the moment but I am sure we can get around that. George White 


